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THE "CHURCH"

Congregationalism is founded on the idea that Christ called his followers into churches, particular communities of believers gathering regularly for worship and service, not into a Church, a national or international organization superior to local congregations and mediating their relationship with their Lord. The very name of the movement, Congregationalism, derives from this conviction.
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ECUMENISM

The NACCC was founded in 1955 just as the wider ecumenical movement gained full force. While "ecumenical" in the sense of openness to a wide variety of beliefs and practices, "Continuing Congregationalism" defined itself in opposition to all centralization and bureaucratization. How then can the NACCC be part of the wider Christian community?
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FREE CHURCHES
Churches of the NACCC are not the only "congregational" churches. Kindred spirits are found among Unitarians, Baptists, Disciples, the Community Churches, and others stressing the autonomy of local congregations.

Pavy, Roy. “A Free Church Movement.” April ‘65
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Steece, Arvel. “What Do you Mean, ‘Free Church?’” June ‘70

ASSOCIATIONS
A Congregational church is not merely independent. Active fellowship with other churches is fundamental. The small size and geographical dispersion of the churches of the NACCC rendered the traditional local and regional fellowships problematic. Tensions also arose between churches continuing to identify with a regional association and those identifying most closely with the National Association, which has no formal connection with the regions.
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Bellingham, Richard. “Regional Fellowship: A National Concern.” February ‘89

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
Early Congregational churches were distinctive in being made up of self-conscious believers, “visible saints,” not merely residents of the parish or community, and furthermore, not only believers but believers who could demonstrate proof of their conversion. Membership requirements no longer set Congregationalists apart, but new concerns have arisen.
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ASPECTS OF CHURCH LIFE
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HISTORICAL ROOTS
Where do we come from? Contemporary Congregationalism finds its roots in three places. One is Jesus’ promise to be present “Wherever two or three are gathered in my name.” The second is symbolized by the ship Mayflower, which bridged English Separatism and colonial New England Congregationalism. Third are the struggles within the Congregational family resulting in the formation of the United Church of Christ on the one hand and the National Association of Congregational Christian Churches on the other.
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THE MINISTRY

Congregationalism has a distinctive view of the clergy as ordinary believers delegated narrowly defined responsibilities for preaching and teaching, while sharing common concerns about such things as qualifications, training, placement, and the ordination of women.
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THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

The NACCC does not have its own theological seminary, nor, because of its small size, is it in a position to open one. Yet it maintains a commitment to “learned ministry.” How can its clergy receive the proper education? How can they learn the peculiar traditions and practices of the Congregational movement?
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SOCIAL REFORM

Congregationalists have been in the forefront of social reform, from the establishment of democracy in the New World, to Abolition, to the Social Gospel. The NACCC, however, defined itself in opposition to the type of church-related reform which became prominent in the twentieth century. How can Congregationalists maintain their prophetic consciousness and yet avoid violating local autonomy and personal freedom of conscience?
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INTRODUCTION

How do the churches of the National Association of Congregational Christian churches understand themselves? In many ways they are typical of other mainline Protestant churches. A person comfortable with the worship at a Presbyterian, Methodist, Christian or United church would most likely be comfortable worshiping with Congregationalists. Congregational clergy receive their training in seminaries sponsored by many denominations. When, however, it comes to polity, church organization at the national as well as local level, Congregationalists have distinctive ideas.

It began with English observers of the Protestant Reformation, such as Robert Browne and Henry Barrows, who believed there was another step to be taken. This was a return to the type of organization envisioned by Jesus Christ and reflected in the earliest New Testament writings, especially the book of Acts and Paul’s letters. These early churches were diverse, autonomous, lacking central authority, and required a high degree of commitment. To these English Reformers the shape taken by the Roman Catholic Church was more that of Caesar’s empire than of Christ’s kingdom. The newly formed Church of England, while independent of Rome, seemed compromised by its retention of a similar structure.

At great risk to position, property, and life, the English reformers set about to “purify” the Church of England. The more radical reformers formed unauthorized “Independent” or “Separatist” congregations. Many fled first to Holland and then to the British colonies in North America. As founders of a new society in America the Pilgrims and Puritans entered a new phase with the authority of government behind rather than against them. This new position as the established church of the New England colonies posed new challenges regarding questions of church membership, tolerance of religious diversity, and the relationship between religious and civil authority.

With the passage of an American Constitution embodying a “separation of church and state,” the expansion of the frontier, and the waning of evangelical fervor, Congregationalists gradually lost the dominance they enjoyed in colonial New England. Losses were exacerbated when one wing, the Unitarians, split off to form their own denomination. Questions of denominational identity and cooperation across regions came to the fore. By the end of the nineteenth century Congregational churches had moved away from Calvinism, embraced modern ideas about science, and, while local autonomy was still affirmed, put a national structure into place.

The founders of the National Association of Congregational Christian Churches (1955) reacted against what they perceived as an un-Congregational centralizing trend which would deny basic Congregational convictions about the church. A proposed merger of the General Council of Congregational Christian Churches and the Evangelical and Reformed Church into a “United Church of Christ” would result in a more centralized “presbyterian” system. Proponents saw it simply as a more efficient form of organization which would retain essential principles.
When the great majority went with the new United Church, the “Continuing Congregationalists” were left with redefining themselves and Congregationalism (a name which the majority, tellingly, did not retain). Many of their reflections on Congregationalism in the twentieth century are recorded in the NACCC’s *Congregationalist* magazine. This book contains a selection of those writings. They are arranged by topic, and within topics chronologically.
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FREE CHURCHES
A FREE CHURCH MOVEMENT

by Rev. Roy Gilmour Pavy, D.D.

One of the most encouraging news items of 1964 for free Church men and women was the announcement of the meeting of the World Christian Relations Commission in Milwaukee on October 12-14, with the Rev. Harry R. Butman, D.D., minister of the Congregational Church of the Messiah of Los Angeles as the Chairman. This was a meeting of the National Association World Christian Relations Commission and a delegation representing the Council of Community Churches in America for the purpose of exploring the possibilities of cooperation in pioneering a Free Church Movement in America.

I have been personally interested in such a movement for a number of years, and I rejoiced when I heard it had already been started.

As I see it, such a Free Church Movement is the logical concomitant to what is going on in American Protestantism. We are all aware, I am sure, that there is a concerted drive toward an authoritarian Church, as denominations band themselves together to set up the One Big Church. What some of us call the "American Catholic Church" drives the free Churches out of American Protestantism. According to the thinking of one-big-church leaders, the destruction of the free, independent, autonomous Churches, such as the Congregational Churches will have to be accomplished if the One Big Church is to become the powerful organization which its proponents hope it will be. So, as believers in the free Churches there should be a counter movement, a Free Church Movement which will bring together, not organically, but on a cooperative and fellowship basis, all those Churches in America which believe in the Free Churches.

As believers in Free Churches in a free country, we should not minimize the strength and appeal of the One-Big-Church. It has a tremendous appeal to a certain type minister who is ambitious for power, position, influence and security. Many a minister is willing to sacrifice his liberty and freedom as a minister of Jesus Christ for the sense of security and for the opportunity to serve in an authoritarian Church where he has real power.

The One-Big-Church idea is being promoted by all the mass media. It seeks laymen who have become convinced that we live in a world of big power institutions. They see the big corporations such as the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, General Motors, General Electric and the United States Steel Corporation. They see big unions like the AFL-CIO, the United Automobile Workers and the United Steel Workers of America. They see a government growing so big that it is working its way into the private life of all our citizens. They see our government set up a budget of over one hundred billion dollars per year. So, they say to themselves, "Why not have one big Church? Why have all these independent Churches? Let us have one great authoritarian Church. Then this Church can speak for Protestant America with authority, as the Pope speaks for the Roman Catholic Church." Let us not ignore this appeal. The centralized "Church" is appealing to thousands, if not millions of Protestant laymen.

The real need of a Free Church Movement comes right at this point. This movement needs to point out, to ministers and laymen alike, that the sacrifice of liberty and freedom is too great a price to pay for the supposed benefits of the one authoritative Church. We need to point out that man was made to be free: free from ignorance; free from superstition; free from everybody and everything that would enslave the human spirit. We should point out that Jesus said "Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."

The Free Churches need to point out that the very genius of Protestantism has been and always will be its willingness to rebel against those who would attempt to dictate and control the thought and convictions of men and women in the field of religion. The origin of Congregational Churches, the Baptist Churches, the Quaker Movement, the Unitarian and Universalists Churches was in their demand that they have the right and privilege of being free and independent bodies, managing all their affairs. The creative genius of American democracy has been and still is the fact that we are a free people, living with free institutions, in a free nation.

While we are overburdened in America with organizations of all types and kinds, it seems that the only way to promote an idea or a program is to set up an organization to promote that idea or that program. We desperately need a Free Church Movement in America, not five years or ten years from now, but NOW. It is long overdue. It is much later than we think. So, we welcome with enthusiasm what has been done along this line in Milwaukee in October.

I would like to see this fellowship include on a cooperative and voluntary basis all Protestant Churches which believe in a free Church independent government. This should include conservative and liberal Churches. We should not allow theological differences to separate us. We should band ourselves together into a national, even into an international organization, to promote the Free Churches, to fight vigorously, although with a Christian spirit, every attempt in America, or in the world, to exalt the One Great Authoritative Church.

The true representatives of American Protestantism are the Free Churches.
CREATIVE INDEPENDENCY

by Richard V. Bellingham

(About the author, Mr. Bellingham is the associate minister at the First Congregational Church of Royal Oak, Michigan.)

So often we read in Congregational literature of the balancing of freedom and responsibility as if each must counter and qualify the excesses of the other. This is an unfortunate dichotomy that offers us only the swing of the pendulum between rebellion and submission. At least it cuts the nerve of enthusiasm for either of these alternatives. I contend that freedom and responsibility are equivalent, not competitive to each other. True freedom = responsibility; true responsibility is impossible without freedom. One cannot be responsible unless one is free to make his own decisions (and risk his own mistakes). He is not truly free unless he bears the consequences of his own actions. Here is where modern "permissiveness" goes awry. It is not permissiveness as such that creates the problem, but the protection from the consequences of his actions that indulgent parents, and an affluent society, offers an erring adolescent today. In our sense of the word the person who was independent and self supporting at 12 years was a freer spirit than the indulged but financially dependent teenager of today. Responsibility is not necessarily the yielding to the paternal and protective wisdom of superiors. It is self reliance.

It is more than coincidence that the Congregational renaissance of the 1830's occurred during the Abolitionist movement. Congregationalists during the first half of the 19th Century were content to be indifferent toward matters of policy until the national uniformity of the Presbyterians (and their consequent temporizing on the issue of slavery) frustrated the local initiative and efforts toward reform among many dually affiliated churches of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana and Illinois. The dead hand of a connectional system compromised social awareness. Local independence was the necessary condition for creative initiative and social responsibility. Through the years since most innovations in worship, Christian education, theol
ogy and social awareness have been pioneered by the local church in a polity that permitted individual experimentation without having to wait for the formal sanction of a cautious, monolithic organization. Worthwhile innovations won their way on their own merits, not by decree from above. Unwise innovations were discovered before being inflicted on an entire fellowship.

Today, ironically, those who espouse union into a more connectional system do so on the premise that the congregationally organized denomination is too rigid to meet the challenge of new conditions, and its polity inappropriate to the more controlled society of the present day. On the contrary I am a Congregationalist precisely because I feel we need more than ever in our highly organized (necessarily so, I fear) governmental and economic structures a vehicle of spiritual individuality and dissent. But I'm afraid we've too often justified the contention of the centralists that congregationalism is too hamstrung to address itself to the present or future. This should not be! The excuse for freedom is imagination and responsibility. We should be the freest of all people to imagine and explore. Our obstacle is not our polity, but the tyranny of consensus, complacency, and personal inertia. Congregationalism when it is true to its spirit is the most adventurous and daring of polities. It is the polity most disposed to receive the "light and truth the Lord hath yet to break forth from his word."

There are many in our fellowship who would divorce social concern from the religious context. Yet those who are most vehemently opposed to what they regard as the slightest suggestion of a statement on social issues in a regional or national assemblage of Congregationalists take their political and economic stance, certainly in part, from their theological position and their doctrine of the church. And they are highly vocal about it. Should the reformists in our fellowship be any more hesitant to ex-

press themselves in such gatherings than the conservatives? No more than anyone else do I like instructions on social, political and economic issues from a patronizing hierarchy or committee of "experts." But does that mean we can't talk about these issues, remind ourselves and others that there are problems which require the attention of Christian conscience and principles, and have a presentation of varying viewpoints for discussion in the programs of our assemblies, local and regional? What is the classical Congregational meeting but a lively exchange of opposing viewpoints within a framework of mutual acceptance?

In the 17th century English Congregationalist John Milton wrote: "And though all the winds of doctrine were let loose to play upon the earth, so truth be in the field, we do injuriously by licensing and prohibiting to misdoubt her strength. Let her and falsehood grapple; who ever knew truth put to the worse in a free and open encounter." Congregationalism is a confident, trusting polity, not a fearful, insecure one. Even in as controversial an issue as the Vietnamese conflict, do we not all hope for an end of bloodshed and terror, and the opportunity of Vietnamese self determination; and can't we say so publicly, as much as we differ on how to bring it about?

National Association churches are few in number, and have been put on the defensive by the efforts of ecumenacists to draw them into a corporate united church. True they cannot drop their guard against external attack. But too long this defensive psychology has crippled imagination and creative daring within. As solidly committed as our fellowship is to the Congregational Way, as free as it now is of subverters from it, and with many more constitutional checks (like the Referendum Council) against such subversion than Congregationalism has ever had, let us drop our inhibitions and prove once again that local independency is the fountainhead of creative, courageous imagination.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN, “FREE CHURCH”?

In certain quarters one hears and reads much about our times as the age of “post-literate” man. To some it would appear that as man moves away from the age of print, he also departs from the era of description. Once the stability of meanings is lost, the human imagination overcomes and ideas are destroyed. Man may then be manipulated more effectively by a computerized technology. Some persons will ask, “What has this to do with the free church?”

In the not too distant past the phrase, “free church,” meant generally a church where the sitting were without charge and open to all, or a church not established or under state control. In America the former definition never had frequent currency and the latter meaning if used at all was generally questioned on the grounds of validity because by the middle of the century all state churches were disestablished in the United States of America.

So for several generations in recent American life the phrase, “free church,” has been anomalous. The term has in American usage different connotations from those it enjoys in European speech. All denominations could claim in America that they were free churches and the designation was seldom used. Several denominations found a place for the word “free” in their names. So there exist the Evangelical Free Church, The Free Meth- odist Church, and The Lutheran Free Church.

Under the safeguards of the first amendment to the United States Constitution, religious pluralism flourished. Little attention was paid to labels and the idea of the free church was taken for granted until the advent of the era of organic commonness. The opponents of the one great church have tended to resist free church ideas. Yet even the champions of the ecumenical movement have paid lip service to be free church ideas. Some representatives of the United States Church of Christ to the Consultation on Church Union have assumed occasionally the role of spokesmen for the free church viewpoint since some of their spiritual ancestors were Congregationalists. On the current religious scene “free church” is used in several contexts and senses. The average reader needs to hear and understand the phrase when he sees or hears it.

Free Church versus State Church

In an earlier time common usage saw “free church” describing that religious institution composed of a gathered company of believers con- tested together with simple polity often existing in defiance of a state church. Churches in the tradition of the Radical Reformation, the Pilgrims, in the seventeenth century England and Holland, and the Separatists or Strict Congregationalists in eighteenth century Connecticut could be cited as examples. More generally one could describe ecclesiastical organizations existing outside of the control of the state church in any number of countries recognizing an established church. By this latter and broader definition a free church has no distinctive polity and may be of congregational, presbyterian, or episcopal type.

Free Church versus Hierarchical Church

When “free church” is used in discussion of church organization it is assumed to include any groups functioning through congregational polity as distinguished from the more connectional forms of the Presbyterian, Methodist, Episcopalian and Roman Catholic varieties. Thus, NA Congregational Christians consider themselves free churches vis a vis their brothers who elected to join the United Church of Christ with its avowed connectionalism and national unitary church structure although some of the latter might deny the contention that they were no longer free churches.

Free Church versus Doctrinal Church

Occasionally “free church” is a synonym for non-creedal church. In this context free churches stand opposed to Baptists, Fundamentalists, Lutherans and other groups which require subscription to a particular creedal formulation, theolog-